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BRAVERY TO BE HEART
How to become adults without
leaving down the most precious luggage:
the feelings
THE BOOK
This is the latest title from the successful series
about children psychology. It helps
children (and parents) to discover the hidden
sides of their feelings and emotions: feelings
and emotions make us grow wiser and help us
to find the right distance to build relationships.
The instrument to measure all this is our heart:
don’t mind if you can’t do this: you can learn it
right now!

TWO GREAT AUTHORS
Texts project by Domenico Barrilà
Basic project and illustrations
by Emanuela Bussolati
THE SERIES

The authors

GROWING WITH NO COLLATERAL EFFECTS
by Domenico Barrilà

Domenico Barrilà is psychotherapist and
analyst. He’s always written to adults but with
children in his mind too. Finally, he decided
to talk directly to them: that’s why this book
is aimed to children indeed.

There is always someone younger than us. We can bear
all this. But most people seem to be older than us. We
can hardly bear all this: it makes us feel inadequate and
fearful. This new series wants to make children
self-confident, in order to get keys to go over doubts and
failures. A sort of how-to-guide to let children grow as
a fair part of civil consciousness and adults community.

Emanuela Bussolati is one of the most
appreciated children authors and illustrators.
She’s currently working for several Italian and
foreign publishers.

OTHERS TITLES IN THE SAME SERIES

Coming out: october 2009
BRAVERY TO BE BRAVE.
How to become good adults
and be proud of it

40 pages picture book
Format: 23x23 cm

Best Children Book 2008 – Alpi Apuane Prize
Shortlisted – Andersen Prize 2008
Special mention – A Book pro Environment Prize 2008

Age: 4-8
€ 12,90

IT’S BRAVE TO BE ME.
How to grow up and feel ourselves without aping other
people
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